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1.
2.
3.
4.

The most important realities
are often hardest to see

Climate Change
What is climate change?
What are its causes and effects?
Why so challenging & controversial?
How can we avoid climate disaster?

What is Climate
Change?

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Climate = long-term average & variability of weather
Change = climate change since Industrial Revolution
caused by human activities
Climate system receives its energy from sun and
radiates energy back to outer space
When incoming energy greater than outgoing, climate
warms and when less climate cools
Climate variability = when natural processes of climate
system alters sea levels, plant and animal life, mass
extinctions and affects human societies
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Mounting evidence
of climate change
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

19 of warmest years in past 21
Hurricanes now more intense
CO2 parallels rising temp
Texas’s unprecedented 3-week great freeze
Sweden’s largest snowfall paralyzing electrical grids
Wildfires becoming larger and more intense
Almost universal scientific agreement
Bottom line: What goes up must come down
◼

Higher temperatures create more evaporation, which
creates more clouds, intense storms, and forest fires
which reduce carbon capture and release carbon
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It’s not just global warming, it’s climate
change: storms, fires, floods, droughts, freezes

https://www.brookings.edu/essay/american-infrastructure-vision/
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More extreme weather multiplies with
global warming

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate change
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Why are causes and effects of climate change?
Wideranging
effects

Domestic and foreign policy conflicts
Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/Global warming
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Fossil fuels (coal, oil & gas) dominant
causes of emissions AND engine of modern
economic growth

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate change
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Emissions by
region
◼

◼

◼

China has most total
emissions which are
increasing
U.S. has highest
emissions per capita,
but are declining
India’s total
emissions increasing
fastest, but very low
per capita

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate change
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Wide-ranging connections of Ukraine crisis
and climate change policy
◼

◼

Covid underscored extent of global interdependence
(supply chain & financial vulnerability)
Ukraine reveals how wars not only affect foreign
policies, but also climate change policies
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

U.S. asking pariah Venezuela to export more oil
Soaring prices of nickel from Russia and China, may hike
price of EV $1,000 and slow transition
China expanding coal mining by 300 million tons
Saudi’s rejected pleas to pump more oil

Ironically, as we seek energy independence, will
become more dependent on foes - Russia, China,
Venezuela …
Source: Wall Street Journal, March 15, 20, 22, page A17
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South, especially Africa & India, most
vulnerable to climate change
◼

Poor to suffer
most
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

In hottest &
driest regions
Lack electricity
for cooling
Depend on
farming

Northerners
may gain
More inequality

Index of vulnerability to climate change and readiness
to improve resilience. (https://gain.nd.edu/our-work/country-index/ 3/28/2022)
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Disastrous impact of Climate Change on
Africa
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

In 2020, 20% in Africa faced hunger— double any
other region
Climate change already stalling progress by
accelerating other problems of inequality, degrading
natural resources, conflict, and COVID
Under a 3°C (5.4°F) warming scenario, Africa may
lose 30-60% of areas for major crops by 2050
By 2050, 282 million now undernourished is expected
to grow to 350 million
Current national pledges put the world on a 2.4°C
(4.3°F) trajectory even if they are fully achieved
Source: www.brookings.edu/blog/africa-in-focus/2022/03/24/the-urgency-and-benefits-of-climate-adaptation-for-africasagriculture-and-food
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How much GHG emitted by what we do?
Keeping warm &
cool(heating, cooling), 7%

Making
things(cement,
steel, plastic, 31%

Getting around(planes,
trucks,ships), 16%

Growing things
(plants, animals), 19%

Plugging in
(electricty), 27%

Source: Bill Gates, How to Avoid a Climate Disaster, 2021, p134
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GHG absorb & emit
radiant energy causing
greenhouse effect

◼

◼

Primary sources of greenhouse gas
◼ Water vapor & clouds ~ 36-72%
◼ Carbon dioxide ~ 9-26%
◼ Methane ~ 4-9%
◼ Ozone ~ 3-7%
Since Industrial Revolution CO2 has increased 50%
Source: wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas
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Why getting to zero emissions
might be most difficult challenge
humankind has ever taken on?
◼

◼

That’s because virtually everything we do – growing
things, making things, getting from place to place, leading
a comfortable daily life – releases greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere. By 2050, as global living standards
improve (which is a good thing), energy demand is
expected to go up 50 percent. If nothing else changes,
emissions will go up by nearly as much. …
So we don’t just need to get to zero. We need to do it
while bringing more products and services to more people
in more places. We need to create a world where
everyone has access to clean, reliable, and affordable
https://www.breakthroughenergy.org/our-challenge/getting-to-zero
energy.
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Getting to zero by 2050
costly but possible if can
design political viable policies
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Investment to achieve
net-zero emissions by 2050 is $275trn
But world would have had to replace its cars, gas
boilers and power plants anyway
So additional spending is much smaller $25trn
Spread over 3 decades is 1.4% GDP
Some cost will be offset by more efficient transport, so
may require 0.4% of GDP a year over 3 decades
Feasible cost, but remaining challenge: designing
politically viable policies to make transition happen

Source: economist.com/finance-and-economics/2022/03/26/have-economists-led-the-worlds-environmental-policies-astray
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Why is curbing climate change
so politically challenging?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Timeframe, beneficiary, and end-point problemspeople must make personal sacrifices now to minimize
harm to others that will suffer in distant future
The free rider problem - some will share the benefits
without footing their share of the bill
The “drop-in-the bucket” problem - individual efforts
will not really make a difference
The noisy signal problem - none of the consequences
is easy to notice on a day-to-day basis
The temptations of denial & rationalization - all-toohuman inclination to engage in denial & rationalization
Source: Thomas Gilovich and Lee Ross, The Wisest One In The Room, Free Press,
2015, Chapter 9
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U.S. political conflict
highest since early
1900s

◼

◼

◼

◼

Past conflict peaks:
Revolution, Civil
War, WWI & II
But low 1950-2000
Conflict reduces wiliness to compromise and
coordinate
Making politically feasible solutions difficult
Source: Dalio, The Changing World Order, p 484
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Domestic divide:
Dem & Rep disagree
on climate change

Source: PEW surveys conducted Jan 24-30, 2022
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What causes such
U.S. Polarization?

Ideological divergence between Democrats and
Republicans has widened dramatically
◼ Binary choice embedded in rigid two-party system
◼ The two parties reinforce urban-rural, religious-secular
and racial-ethnic cleavages
◼ Primary voters tend to be from party extremes and
select candidates highly conservative or liberal
◼ Inequality makes such polarization more likely, and
harder
to
reverse
Source: Thomas B. Edsall, America Has Split, and It’s Now in ‘Very Dangerous Territory,’ -New York Times,
◼

1/26/2022, https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/26/opinion/covid-biden-trump-polarization.html
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Covid & polarization
swamped & stymied
progress on climate change

◼

◼

◼

◼

Efforts in 2020 came to a standstill due to Covid 19
Covid forced a trade-off between short-term economic
needs and long-term environmental protection
Democrats and Republicans fundamentally disagree
on basic approaches
These political differences stymie progress, despite
evidence of climate change

Thomas Sowell: There Are No Solutions, Only Trade-offs
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We are a fossil-fueled
civilization
Action costly;
inaction courts
disaster
◼

◼

◼

76% GHG from energy sector with 84% from coal, oil
and gas
“We are a fossil-fueled civilization whose. .. prosperity
rest on … fossil carbon, and we cannot simply walk
away from this critical determinant of or fortunes in a
few decades…” Vaclav Smil, How the World Really Works, p 5
Challenge growing rapidly – GHG emissions triple and
temperature double by 2100
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Replacing fossil fuels with
green energy not easy
◼

◼

◼

Energy use will increase with
incomes – electricity may triple
So, not only replace but increase energy use for poor
who now use less than rich had in 1860!
Wind & solar expanded to 10% but intermittent
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Don’t generate when no wind or sunshine
Can’t transport on train or pipeline
Battery storage costly & 35 times heavier than gasoline

Hydrogen has promise but remains costly
Nuclear power strongly opposed but low emission
Electric cars (EV’s) feasible but not trucks, ships, planes
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Biden climate initiatives
at home & abroad
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Biden to “tackle the climate crisis at home and
abroad” and “to center the climate crisis squarely
within U.S. foreign policy and national security”
Budget proposed for 2023 includes $18 bil. to tackle
climate change, transition to clean energy …
$11 bil. in foreign aid to adapt to climate change
Slash $43 bil. over a decade in tax incentives for oil
and gas companies
Committed to keeping the median rise of global
temperatures to 1.5°C (3.6°F) by 2030
Source: Ronald J Bee, “The renewed climate change agenda”, Great Decisions, 2022, topic 2
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Modest progress at UN Climate Change
Conference, Glasgow, Oct-Nov 2021
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

25,000 from 200 countries including 120 heads of
state: Biden, but not China, Russia, Saudis or Brazil
Reaffirmed Paris global target 1.5°C (3.6°F) increase
Promised more finance for developing countries
Many committed to net-zero carbon emissions including India and Japan, China
Proposal to accelerate phase-out and de-subsidization
of fossil fuels, opposed by large fossil fuels users
China, India, U.S.
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Why limited U.S. progress
on climate change?

◼

Warnings of potential future disasters generally ignored
◼

◼
◼
◼

Pandemic warnings not heeded, forcing a desperate lastminute costly scramble for vaccines

Covid diverted a lot of resources and efforts
Climate change very politically polarizing in U.S.
Challenge is overcome polarization to develop a
science-based, effective policy that’s broadly
acceptable and equitable

Source: Ronald J Bee, “The renewed climate change agenda”, Great Decisions, 2022, topic 2
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Why global governments
so slow to act?

◼

◼
◼
◼

Needed policies torpedoed by vested interests,
sidelined by bureaucratic indifference, undermined by
weak commitments not honored, sabotaged by
geopolitical rivalries …
Lack of multilateral cooperation
Tensions between economic & environmental priorities
Tensions between rich and poor world go unresolved
◼
◼

Poor say rich caused the problem so aid them
Rich say impossible unless poor also decarbonize
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How to Avoid a Climate Disaster?
***Shift to & triple green

electricity***

◼

◼

Green electricity produced by wind, solar,
nuclear, hydroelectric sources

Triple electricity production
◼
◼

◼

Replace much of fossil fuels (e.g., electric cars)
Make available to 860 million who don’t have it so
can escape poverty and progress
Expand to meet increased use as world grows richer
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EV’s not a panacea: feasible for only
47% of transport’s 16% emissions = 8%
Airplanes,
10%

Other, 3%

Cargo &
cruise ships,
10%
Batteries weigh
35X gasoline
infeasible for
ships, planes &
trucks

Trucks &
buses, 30%

Cars, SUVs,
47%

1 bil. cars in world
that last average 13
years - take long time
to replace with EVs

Source: Bill Gates, How to Avoid a Climate Disaster, 2021, p134
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3-legged approach needed
to reduce GHG emissions

1.

2.

3.

Technology: Breakthroughs that use more
renewables and fewer fossil fuels, changing how
manufacture, grow food, travel, and keep buildings
warm or cool
Markets - carbon pricing to reduce carbon use

and increase supply of no-emission alternatives
Government – funding of research and
development, international cooperation, and
effective regulations and policies
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Too costly to replace all fossil fuels, so
some carbon must be captured
◼

◼

◼

Green premium =
additional cost of
choosing a clean
technology over one
that emits more
GHG
Tool for prioritizing
R&D
Cost per ton carbon
capture ranges $25$50-$100

U.S. Green Premiums
Fuel type

Retail
price

Furnace
$10,660
Electricity
$100
Plastic
$1,000
Steel
$750
Heating oil
$2.71
Gasoline
$2.43
Cement
$125
Jet fuel
$2.22
Natural gas
$1.01
Ship fuel
$1.29

Source: Bill Gates, How to Avoid a Climate Disaster, 2021

Zero carbon Green
price
premium
$8,240
$115
$1,155
$964
$5.50
$5.00
$300
$5.35
$2.45
$5.50

-23%
15%
16%
29%
103%
106%
140%
141%
143%
326%
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I. Technology
breakthroughs needed
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Hydrogen produced without emitting carbon
Grid-scale electricity storage that can last a full season
Advanced biofuels
Zero-carbon cement, steel & plastics
Plant- and cell-based meat and dairy
Zero-carbon fertilizer
Next-generation nuclear fission
Carbon capture (both direct air capture and point capture)
Underground electricity transmission
Geothermal energy
Drought- and flood-tolerant food crops
Coolants that don’t contain F-gases
Source: Bill Gates, How to Avoid a Climate Disaster, 2021
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II. Markets: Put price
(tax) on carbon
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Economic damage (externality) per
ton of emissions is about $50
Thus, true (social) costs not reflected in market – so
fossil fuels underpriced and green energy too costly
A carbon price of $50 per ton plus a uniform tariff
penalty of 3-5% would induce transition
Thus, higher carbon prices combined with investment
in low-carbon technologies and non-participation(freerider) penalties needed
But taxing carbon won’t work unless new technology
creates affordable substitutes

Source: The Climate Club, How to Fix a Failing Global Effort, By William Nordhaus, Foreign Affairs, May/June 2020. NORDHAUS is
Professor of Economics at Yale University and recipient of 2018 Nobel Prize in Economics.
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III. Government
leadership & regulation
1st most important step is to put a market price on
emissions of GHG - incentive to transition from coal to
low-carbon fuels and increase innovation
2nd carbon price needs to be equal across countries and
sectors or will require astronomical carbon prices on
other sectors or countries
3rd just as extraordinary incentives rushed developing
COVID-19 vaccines, we need to accelerate development
of low-carbon technologies
Source: The Climate Club, How to Fix a Failing Global Effort, By William Nordhaus, Foreign Affairs, May/June 2020. NORDHAUS is
Professor of Economics at Yale University and recipient of 2018 Nobel Prize in Economics.
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Climate Change

Summary & Conclusions
Q. What is climate change?
◼

Rise in climate temperature and variability from human actions

Q. What are its causes and effects?
◼

Rising GHG from fossil fuels blanket atmosphere causing rising
temperatures which create more clouds, intense storms, forest
fires, rising oceans, droughts, malaria, migration …

Q. Why so challenging and controversial?
◼

Political polarization, massive transformation from historical
cheap fossil fuels, temptation to free-ride and focus short-term

Q. How can we avoid a climate disaster?
◼

3-legged approach: 1) improved low emission technology, 2)
putting a price on carbon, and 3) government leadership,
research, coordination, and regulation

Class 3, April 7: Putin’s Russia
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Climate Change: discussion questions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Number of Americans concerned about climate change
has increased in recent years. What can we attribute this
rise in concern to?
Why is climate change more of a political issue than a
scientific one?
Transition to green energy will be economically difficult
for many. How can this transition be made so as to avoid
massive job loss and economic hardship?
There are multiple decarbonization options such as wind
power, solar power, hydrogen … Which of these is the
best option to pursue?
To what extent does cost remain the biggest factor in the
way of combatting climate change? How can this be
countered?

Source: Great Decisions 2022 (pp. 121-122). Foreign Policy Association. Kindle Edition.
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Climate change – 8 key points
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Climate change – both global warming and more violent weather caused by
human activity – primarily by increased use of fossil fuels
CO2 emissions rise and stay in atmosphere and create a greenhouse effect
– blanketing the sky and raising temperatures
Almost all scientists agree to points 1 and 2, but many people and countries
remain skeptical which has slowed actions
Climate change is one of the greatest challenges the world faces and will
require a unified and massive effort
Will require multi-pronged efforts involving both adaptation and mitigation
Fossil fuels are abundant and cheap and will be very costly to replace unless
a) green technologies are improved, b) market incentives, such as carbon
tax, are used to foster zero-emission sources and consider the harmful
effects of emissions, and c) governments cooperate
Reducing emissions will be a costly, slow and long process, so it needs to
begin now to transition the $15 trillion fossil energy sector
There’s tendency for over-exaggeration ranging from existential to
unessential – try to understand the facts first
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